The application of speech instruction control system in man machine interface of the manned spacecraft can enrich the intelligentization of the man machine interface and lighten the operation load of cosmonauts. Speech recognition integrated with speech synthesis constructs Speech Instruction Control System (SICS). The design of a kind of Speech Instruction Control System (SICS) prototype is presented in this paper. The 32 bit embedded system is adopted as the hardware core, while the middle layer is embedded Linux. Outside the middle layer is the application software shell.
Introduction
The application of speech recognition in man machine interface of the manned spacecraft can enrich the intelligentization of the man machine interface and lighten the operation load of spacemen. It is a profitable complementarity to the manual operation, especially in the zero gravity environment. The Channel of the input speech is just like the third hand of the spaceman. Especially, it can implement the remote operation during the walking out of the cabin for the spacemen (such as during maintenance, rendezvous etc.).
In this paper, we bring forward a speech instruction control system (SICS) prototype of manned spacecraft, and give the result of experimental study in a simplified SICS in which rapid speech recognition is applied to realize speech instruction control.
Design of A Speech Instruction Control System Prototype of Manned Spacecraft
In man-machine interface of a spacecraft, speech recognition integrated with speech synthesis constructs a Speech Instruction Control System (SICS). On one hand, the system can recognize the input speech command, perform the operation defined by the speech command and implement speech control operations. On the other hand, the SICS can impart the operation acknowledgement cue according to the first recognition result to the spacemen with the synthesized speech. Furthermore, speech alarm of the parameter exceeding and event speech informing can be carried out if necessary.
The primary design of a kind of Speech Instruction Control System (SICS) prototype is presented here. The embedded system is adopted as the hardware platform. In the platform, 32 bit MCU PowerPC is the hardware core while DSP and Codec Module is configured as the speech processing hardware, 8M bit flash and 8M bit RAM are expanded as storage media and high speed industrial ethernet interface instead of MIL-STD-1553B is collocated to implement the system integration. The hardware block diagram is shown as Fig. 1 .
Above the hardware is RTOS-embedded Linux. As a real time operating system, Linux is measured not only by the correctness of the result but by the time in which the results are produced. Outside the middle layer is the application software shell. On the basis of RTOS, the demand for real-time of both speech recognition and speech synthesis is satisfied. Now days, information technologies have been rapidly developed. Why we can not try some new method, new device in our traditional space industry especially in the manufacture of device level. So, new technology of embedded system development and industrial devices are adopted in this prototype promising the high reliability and low power consumption is insured. Thus new thinking for the future manned spacecraft development is provided. The framework of the software is shown as Fig. 2 . The speech recognition must be accurate, reliable, rapid and robust. Isolated word or discontinuous speech recognition can satisfy the demand of the speech command control. Speaker-dependent and speaker-independent system can both satisfy the requirement while multi-user templates storage technology can get over the location of it. 16 Bit 32kpbs limited vocabulary speech synthesis technology is adopted to synthesize the speech for speech recognition feedback, speech alarm and speech informing. In addition, barge-in technology must be used to make the SICS can process speech recognition during the synthesizing.
The recognition result is transmitted to the OBDH via high speed serial interface. Meanwhile, the code of speech alarm and event is received from the interface.
The Development of Rapid Speech Recognition System

Fig. 3 Block Diagram of Pattern-Recognition approach
The classic Pattern-Recognition approach is used in our development. The block diagram of the approach is shown as Fig. 3 . In this paper, a 8-channel octave band filter bank is used in feature extraction phase of speech recognition which separates the signal frequency bandwidth in a number of frequency bands where the signal energy is measured. In the system, a relaxed endpoint constraints Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm is applied which implements speaker-dependent rapid speech recognition and has the adaptive performance to process the tiny diversification of the speech speed. The local continuity constraints with slope weighting is shown as Fig. 4 . The dynamic programming recursion formula is following: 
The DTW algorithm is finding the best path through a T x by T y grid, beginning at (1,1) and ending at (T x ,T y ), as follows:
where: m(k), the local slope weighting 2. Recursion
such that i x and i y stay within the allowable grid, compute
is the dissimilarity between X and Y, φ M is the normalizing factor
The following new set of boundary conditions is used to relax the endpoint constraints: 
Fig. 4 The Local Continuity Constraints with slope weighting
To reach a higher recognition rate, sentence syncopation and keyword matching is applied in this system. The Modified K-means(MKM) algorithm is used in template training, and multi user templates storage technology is used to get over the localization of speaker-dependence. That is, different speaker choice the different templates library trained previously.
Experiment
The development and experimental study on the SICS prototype have been achieved. Under the 100Mbps fast switch Ethernet and WINDOWS 98 OS environment, a simplified Chinese SICS bas been realized. The configuration of experimental environment of the SICS is shown as Fig. 5 .
The above Rapid Speech Recognition System is applied in the SICS. The sample rate is 11.052kHz. As a result, the responding time of the system is less than 0.5 second and the first recognition ratio of 41 speech control commands (including 'operation' and 'operation object' ) arrives at 95% under the laboratory environment (less than 40dB). In addition, the mistake operation is avoided because of the using of operation acknowledgement of synthesized speech.
The UDP protocal is adopted to implement the real time transmission of the recognition result code of speech commands. It is also implemented that the recognition result code drives each corresponding delay output in a 16 delays array remotely to demonstrate the real time performance of speech control.
Recently, the SICS prototype have been realized in Linux Redhat 7.0, drawing up the final destination and the experiment result is the same. 
Conclusion
The speech instruction control system prototype presented in this article can be used in space ship, space station or space lab, especially the spaceman's walking out of the cabin. The main framework of the system is demonstrated viable. In speech control application in man machine interface of the manned spacecraft, vocabulary is not the main factor, 200 vocabulary is much enough. The main factor are speed (real time performance), recognition rate and robust. Finally, there are several aspects of the problems which must be resolved according to the SICS prototype: more high recognition rate robust system further miniaturization the application of laryngophone
